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A. Answer the following questions.

(4 x 2 = 8)

1. Who are Eskimos ? Where do they live ?
2. What do you mean by neighbourhood ?
3. Who are neighbours ?
4. What are Kachcha houses made of ?
B. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box.

(5 x 1 = 5)

places      behave     protects      floating    igloos
1. Eskimos live in ___________________
2. Many ______________ are found in a good neighbourhood.
3. A houseboat is a ______________ house.
4. A house _________________ us from heat, cold and rain.
5. We should _______________ well with our neighbours.
C. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. We live in our neighbour’s house.
2. We should not be friendly with our neighbours.
3. People who live near our houses are called our neighbours.
4. We neither find any school nor any market in our neighbourhood.
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D. Multiple choice questions. Tick (4 ) the correct option.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. Where do we go to study ?
		1) School

2) Market

		3) Hospital

4) Temple

2. Where do we go for shopping ?
		1) School

2) Hospital

		3) Market

4) Park

3. Which house moves on wheels ?
		1) Caravan

2) Tent

		3) Igloo

4) Houseboat

4. Which of the following is a Kachcha house ?
		1) Bungalow

2) Hut

		3) Skyscraper

4) Igloo

E. Match the following houses with their names by using arrows.
Igloo

		(a)

(i)

			

(ii) Houeboat

(b)
			

(iii) Skyscraper

(4 x 1 = 4)

(c)

(d)

(iv) Caravan
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